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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we consider the stochastic team orienteering problem with dynamic rewards (STOPDR) and
stochastic travel times. In the STOPDR, the goal is to generate routes for a fixed set of vehicles such
that the sum of the rewards collected is maximized while ensuring that nodes are visited before a fixed
time limit expires. The rewards associated with each node are dependent upon the times at which they are
visited. Also, the dynamic reward values have to be learnt from simulation experiments during the search
process. To solve this problem, we propose a biased-randomized learnheuristic (BRLH), which integrates
a learning module and a simulation model. Randomization is important for generating a wide variety of
solutions that capture the trade-off between reward and reliability. A series of computational experiments
are carried out in order to analyze the performance of our BRLH approach.
1

INTRODUCTION

The team orienteering problem (TOP) was first studied by Chao et al. (1996). It consists of generating
time-constrained routes through a graph, for a fixed-size fleet of m vehicles, such that the rewards collected
from node visits is maximized. Each of the m vehicles’ tours begins and ends at a depot node. The stochastic
TOP (STOP) is an extension of the TOP where travel times between nodes or node rewards are uncertain.
In this work, only the rewards collected within a limited amount of time count. The STOP introduces the
need to consider not only reward maximization, but also solution reliability. In this work, a solution is
deemed infeasible if any of the tours is not completed within the specified time limit. The reliability is
defined as the probability that a solution can be completed without failures. This work considers a STOP
with dynamic rewards (STOPDR), in which the rewards associated with nodes have a static component
and also a dynamic component. The dynamic component accounts for: (i) bonuses for visiting nodes early
in a route; and (ii) penalties for nodes visited late in routes. The process through which bonus values and
penalty values are generated is a hidden and unknown process. Hence, it has to be learnt from simulation
observations. We consider the case in which bonuses are achieved for nodes visited as the first node in a
route, while penalties are applied for nodes visited last in routes. The bonus and penalty values for nodes,
when applicable, are assumed to follow an unknown statistical distribution. When solving the STOPDR,
the challenge is to learn the bonuses and penalties associated with each node from the simulation testing
of candidate solutions, while – at the same time – trying to maximize the total reward and also ensure that
the solutions have a good level of reliability under stochastic travels times. Figure 1 provides an illustrative
diagram depicting some of the main features of a STOPDR, including: stochastic edge traversal times;
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bonuses for first nodes in routes; penalties for last nodes in routes; and no rewards at all for nodes visited
after the time limit.
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Figure 1: An illustrative example of the STOP with dynamic rewards.
In order to meet these requirements, we propose a biased randomization learnheuristic algorithm (BRLH)
(Grasas et al. 2017). In general, learnheuristics integrate metaheuristics with machine learning algorithms
for the purpose of solving combinatorial optimization problems with inherent learning problems, such as
those within dynamic inputs generated through an unknown process (Calvet et al. 2017; Arnau et al. 2018).
Apart from proposing a learnheuristic, we propose an algorithm that integrates biased randomization with
simulation and computational learning. The biased randomization algorithm plays the role of the optimization
algorithm. Simulation deals with the stochastic parameters providing observations which, through a simple
averaging learning mechanism, play the role of the machine learning algorithm. By combining simulation
methods with biased-randomized heuristics or metaheuristics, the resulting simheuristic algorithm aims at
extending the capabilities of classical biased-randomization algorithms in the modeling and uncertainty
dimensions, and as a component of a learnheuristic. The reasons for this are as follows: (i) the parameterized
randomization of a biased-randomized constructive solution procedure provides an ideal mechanism for
addressing simulation, learning, and optimization requirements of the learnheuristic, since the level of
randomness can be increased to increase the diversity of the input data used for learning to predict the
values of the dynamic rewards; and (ii) it is a simple matter to incorporate and use the predictions of the
learning mechanism within a constructive solution approach. The level of randomness introduced into the
greedy constructive solution procedure has the additional role of generating a wide range of solutions with
different average reward and reliability characteristics. We identify the set of non-dominated solutions as
candidate solutions to be considered by the decision-maker.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 reviews related work; Section 3 provides
a formal description of the STOPDR; Section 4 presents the biased-randomized heuristic, which is then
extended into a simheuristic in Section 5 and finally to a learnheuristic in Section 6; Section 7 provides
experimental results based on a set of benchmark instances. Section 8 reports the main conclusions and
future research.
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2

LITERATURE REVIEW

The single-vehicle orienteering problem (OP) was introduced by Golden et al. (1987). Here, the authors
considered the deterministic version of the problem, in which a vehicle chooses the set of nodes to visit
as well as the visiting order during a specified time interval. This is a very general problem with many
applications, including the tourist trip design problem (Souffriau et al. 2008). Gunawan et al. (2016)
provide an excellent review of the OP and its variants.
In this paper, we focus on the TOP, which is a multi-vehicle OP. The TOP was first introduced in Chao
et al. (1996), who extended their methodology from the single-vehicle problem to consider multiple vehicles
aiming to maximize their combined reward from visiting a selection of points within a given time interval.
Other varieties include the time-dependent OP (Verbeeck et al. 2014), the TOP with time windows (Lin
and Yu 2012), and the multi-modal TOP with time windows (Yu et al. 2017), just to name a few. Recent
methods used to solve the deterministic version of the problem have included particle swarm optimization
(Dang et al. 2013), simulated annealing (Lin 2013), genetic algorithms (Ferreira et al. 2014), a Pareto
mimic algorithm (Ke et al. 2015), or branch-and-cut-and-price algorithms (Keshtkaran et al. 2015).
Allowing for uncertainty in rewards, travel and service times widen the applicability of the problem.
Hence, Ilhan et al. (2008) were the first to incorporate stochasticity into the OP. Studies on the stochastic TOP
are much more recent. Simheuristic algorithms (Juan et al. 2018) combining simulation with metaheuristics
to solve stochastic versions of the TOP have been proposed by Panadero et al. (2017) and Reyes-Rubiano
et al. (2018). Panadero et al. (2017) tackle a very similar problem to that considered in this work with the
exception that stochastic rewards are not learnt from observations as the algorithm progresses. However,
to the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper proposing the use of learnheuristic algorithms (Calvet
et al. 2016) to deal with the dynamic version of the STOP.
3

A FORMAL DESCRIPTION OF THE STOP WITH POSITION-DEPENDENT REWARDS

In a team orienteering problem, the fleet is composed of m ≥ 2 vehicles, and there is a time threshold,
tmax > 0, for completing each route. The set of nodes that can be visited is denoted N = {1, 2, . . . , n}.
Vehicles travel along the edges, denoted A, connecting all nodes with each other. The STOP is, therefore,
set within an undirected graph G = (N, A). All vehicle tours begin at node 1, the origin depot, and end
at node n, the end depot. Each non-depot node can be visited at most once and by only one vehicle. In
the STOPDR, a reward ui ≥ 0 is received for visiting node i. In our dynamic version, if node i is the first
non-depot node in a vehicle’s tour, then a bonus Bi is added to the reward ui for visiting that node. It
is assumed that Bi follows an unknown statistical distribution. If node i is the last non-depot node in a
vehicle’s tour, then a penalty Pi <= ui is subtracted from the reward ui , with Pi also following an unknown
statistical distribution. The values of Bi and Pi ∀i ∈ N have to be learnt from observations of the real process
or from a detailed simulation of that process. Traversing an edge e = (i, j) ∈ A has a stochastic travel time,
Ti j > 0. In this work, edge traversal times follow log-normal probability distributions

Ti j ∈ lognormal µi j , σi2j ∀e = (i, j) ∈ A,
where µi j and σi2j are the mean and variance of the log transformed edge traversal times, respectively. Ti j
can be expressed as eµi j +σi j Z ,
where Z is a standard normal variable.
As illustrated in Figure 1, the final solution to the problem is a set M of m routes, where each route is
defined by an array of nodes starting from node 0 (origin depot) and arriving at node n (end depot). The
objective function is the expected value of the sum of collected rewards, which needs to be maximized
without exceeding the threshold value for each route. In a more formal way, the objective function can be
written as:
"
#
max E

∑ ∑

Imi (ui + F (pmi , lm ) Bi + L (pmi , lm ) Pi ) · ximj

m∈M (i, j)∈A
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where: A = {(i, j)/i, j ∈ N, i 6= j} is the set of edges, and ximj is a binary decision variable which equals 1
if the edge (i, j) ∈ E is in the route m, and 0 otherwise. Imi takes the value 1 if node i is visited before
the time tmax , since rewards can only be collected from nodes visited before time runs out. It takes the
value 0 otherwise. The function F (pmi , lm ) is an indicator function that returns 1 if node i is the first
non-depot node in a vehicle’s tour. Similarly, the function L (pmi , lm ) indicates whether or not node i is
the last non-depot node in a vehicle’s tour. The indicator function input argument pmi gives the position
number of node i in vehicle m’s tour, while lm gives the length of vehicle m’s tour.
Thus, the objective function calculates the total expected score – including bonuses and penalties
– taking stochastic travel times into account. The constraints are given below, with some explanations
provided. First, there is a threshold time to complete each route, i.e.:

∑

ximj · E [Ti j ] ≤ tmax

∀m ∈ M

(2)

(i, j)∈E

Additionally, each node is visited at most once during the route, each route starts at the origin depot
(node 1) and arrives at the end depot (node n), and, finally, each vehicle leaves each node it visits, except
for the end depot.
4

A BIASED-RANDOMIZED HEURISTIC FOR THE STATIC TOP

In this section, a biased randomization heuristic (BRH) is presented for the non-dynamic and non-stochastic
TOP. Biased-randomization algorithms (Grasas et al. 2017) are based on introducing randomness into a
greedy constructive algorithm. Constructive algorithms are based on generating solutions by greedily and
sequentially selecting the elements that are to be included in a solution. In a biased-randomization, candidate
decisions are sorted in a list descending in the objective value of each decision. Decreasing probabilities
of selection are assigned to the elements in this list. Using such a skewed probability distribution for
the selection of solution elements introduces randomness into a greedy constructive algorithm in a way
that preserves the logic underlying the greedy constructive algorithm while allowing for the generation
of a vast array of alternative solutions as well as solutions which improve upon the solution generated
by the base greedy constructive procedure alone. Such techniques have enjoyed great success improving
the performance of classical heuristics, both in scheduling applications (Gonzalez-Neira et al. 2017) in
addition to vehicle routing ones (Faulin and Juan 2008; Dominguez et al. 2016). The base constructive
heuristic used in this paper is composed of the following phases:
1. Firstly, an initial dummy solution is generated. This is composed of a route for each non-depot
node starting at the start depot and ending at the end depot (Figure 2a).
2. A pair of routes is selected for merging. A merge operation is based on trying to add one route
onto the end of another (Figure 2b), introducing the possibility of avoiding unnecessary trips to
and from the end and start depot, respectively. Possible merge operations are sorted according to
a weighted sum of the saving in the travel cost, i.e., travel distance, and rewards associated with
nodes either end of the merging edge. The saving associated with edge (i, j) is as follows:
savingi j = α (din + d0 j − di j ) + (1 − α) (ui + u j )

(3)

where di j represents the distance to traverse edge (i, j). Equation (3) gives a weight of α to the travel
cost saving, and a weight of (1 − α) to the rewards associated with the newly added route edge.
This reflects the main goals when solving a TOP, i.e., those of generating efficient and high-value
vehicle routes. A skewed probability distribution is applied to the sorted list of merge operations,
thus introducing “biased randomness” into the base greedy constructive j
algorithm. In particular,
k
 a
log(uniRand(0,1))
, |C| is
geometric distribution is used in this work. The equation randI = Mod
log(1−β )
used to randomly select a decision index (randI) from the list, where |C| is the candidate decision
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list length, uniRand is a uniform random input between 0 and 1 and β is the parameter which
controls the level of greediness and randomness in a biased-randomized algorithm. Whenever
β = 1, we have full greediness. On the contrary, whenever β = 0, we obtain full randomness.
When 0 < β < 1, we get trade-offs between the two.
3. Repeat Step 2. until no more merges are possible.
4. From those generated by following Steps 1–3, select the m routes that maximize the total reward.

1

i

d0i
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depot
(0)

end
depot
(n)

2

din

origin
depot
(0)

end
depot
(n)

dij
d0j

djn

n-1

j

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Merging of routes procedure; (a) dummy solution and (b) distance-based savings.
By selecting 0 < β < 1 repeating steps 1–4 for a specified number of iterations or amount of time,
the biased randomization algorithm can generate good quality solutions, which achieve different average
reward and reliability trade offs.
5

EXTENDING OUR BRH TO A SIMHEURISTIC FOR THE STATIC STOP

Despite of being able to provide competitive solutions in short computing times, the described approach,
in its original formulation, is not properly able to deal with stochasticity and uncertainty, as required by the
STOP. Therefore, the BRH is extended to a simheuristic algorithm (BRSH) for solving the STOP, where
solutions offering a good trade-off between total expected reward and variability or risk might be desirable.
As mentioned, simheuristic algorithms combine simulation with metaheuristics to solve stochastic
variants of combinatorial optimization problems (Juan et al. 2018). In our case, we combined a multi-start
framework with Monte Carlo simulation in order to cope with the STOP, which differs from TOP by
considering that the travel time between any pair of nodes is stochastic (Section 3). In order to simulate the
stochastic value of a solution, Monte Carlo sampling is performed to estimate the bonuses for first nodes
and penalties for last nodes in all routes. Section 7 provides details of the bonus and penalty distributions
used for each node. Note that the proposed approach works with any node bonus and penalty distributions.
Our simheuristic approach follows the conventional structure of this procedure (Juan et al. 2015).
This simheuristic is controlled by one parameter, which refers to the number of simulations on solutions.
Firstly, an initial solution is generated by our BRH, and simulation is conducted at every solution, where
the deterministic travel times are replaced by the stochastic ones in order to generate its average stochastic
cost and its reliability rate. This reliability rate corresponds to the success of the deterministic solution
under uncertainty, i.e., whether this solution is still feasible under such scenarios or not.
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6

EXTENDING OUR BRSH TO A LEARNHEURISTIC FOR THE DYNAMIC STOP

In this section, we incorporate the BRSH introduced in Section 5 within a learnheuristic framework for
solving the STOPDR. We begin by describing the modifications to the savings calculations, which are
required for taking dynamic rewards into account. Performing a merge operation based on joining a route
whose last non-depot node is node i with a route whose first non-depot edge is node j (Figure 2) has the
effect that the penalty from visiting node i last in a route is avoided, while the bonus from visiting node j
first in a route is lost. Given that we denote the current best estimate for the bonus associated with node j
as b̂ j and the current best estimate for the penalty associated with node i as p̂i , the savings calculation of
Equation (3) is replaced with the following one for the case of dynamic rewards:

savingi j = α (din + d0 j − di j ) + (1 − α) ui + u j + p̂i − b̂ j
(4)
Equation (4) acknowledges that merging the route whose last non-depot node is i with the route whose
first non-depot node is j results not only in the avoidance of the penalty associated with node i but also
the loss of the bonus associated with node j.
Although learnheuristics can be viewed as an extension of heuristics, our learnheuristic integrates
heuristics with simulation for solving stochastic combinatorial optimization problems (De Armas et al.
2017) and incorporates a learning component into the frameworks to deal with dynamic inputs.

Start

iteration=0,
bestSol=null,
bestObj=-inf

iteration<maxIterations

No

End

Yes
Optimization module
Use BR to generate a new candidate
solution (newSol) using bonus and
penalty predictions

Simulation module
iteration=iteration+1

Test newSol to reveal: average
reward, reliability and new
observations of bonuses and
penalties

newObj>bestObj

No

Yes
bestSol=newSol
bestObj=newObj

Learning module
Use new bonus and penalty
observations to update estimated
bonuses and penalties

Figure 3: Flowchart representation of the proposed BRLH solution approach.
Figure 3 outlines the proposed learnheuristic framework for solving the STOPDR. The parts both
underlined and in italics are the steps that our learnheuristic solution approach has in addition to the steps
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involved in a typical simheuristic approach for solving the stochastic but static version of the problem.
Notice that a learnheuristic solution approach is based upon an iterative framework that takes advantage of
the observations provided by the simulation module. In each iteration of a learnheuristic, the optimization
module (BRH, in this case) is used to generate a new candidate solution. Following this, a simulation
model is used to test that solution in order to reveal the average reward attained, its level of reliability, and
also to provide new bonus and policy observations. Afterwards, the best overall solution is updated if a
new best solution has been identified. Then, the new bonus and penalty observations are used to update the
estimates of the bonuses and penalties associated with each node. These steps are repeated for a specified
amount of time or number of iterations. Given new observations of the unknown and stochastic bonus and
penalty values for a node i, denoted b̄i and p̄i , the best estimates for the bonus and penalty associated with
node i are updated according to b̂i ←

b̂i Nib +b̄i
,
Nib +1

p̂i Nip + p̄i
and Nip ← Nip + 1. Here, Nib is
Nip +1
node i, Nip is the number of observations of

Nib ← Nib + 1, p̂i ←

the number of observations of bonuses attained from visits to
penalties attained from visiting node i last in a route. In Section 7, we demonstrate that this simple learning
mechanism is effective and allows our BRLH algorithm to generate good solutions that take advantage of
the dynamic rewards, thus proving the concept of learnheuristics.
7

COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENTS

Our BRLH algorithm was implemented in Java code and run sequentially on a personal computer with
16 GB of RAM and an Intel Core i7-8750H at 2.2 GHz. The set of instances that we employ to test our
approach is a natural extension of the classical benchmark instances for the static TOP proposed by Chao
et al. (1996), which is available online (KU Leuven 2020). Each instance involves a fleet size, number
of nodes, customer profits, and maximum route duration tmax . The stochastic travel times for each edge
of these deterministic instances follow a log-normal distribution with the deterministic travel time as the
mean, and a variance of 0.05 times of this mean travel time. The mean and standard deviation parameters
of the log transformed edge traversal times are recovered from the following two equations:


Var[Ti j ]
1
µi j = ln(E[Ti j ]) − ln 1 +
2
E[Ti j ]2
s 

Var[Ti j ]
σi j =
ln 1 +
E[Ti j ]2
The bonus values gained from the nodes visited first in routes and penalties applied for nodes visited last
in routes both follow a triangular distribution with minimum, mode, and maximum parameters generated
by: (i) selecting and sorting three uniformly distributed random numbers in the interval [0, 1]; and (ii)
multiplying them by the base reward of the given node. We begin by analyzing the impact of the choice
of the β parameter of the geometric distribution used in the BRLH algorithm and its effect on the average
reward of the solutions generated by that algorithm. Figure 4 shows that low values of β have the effect of
increasing the diversity of the solutions generated by the BRLH algorithm, while higher values decrease
diversity. Intermediate values of β , such as 0.3, achieve an ideal trade-off between diversity and exploration,
achieving the highest average reward solution as well as a diverse array of other solutions.
We now consider the trade-off between average reward and reliability. A solution is considered to
be non-dominated if no other solutions have both a higher reliability or higher average reward. Then,
for instance p.2.2.b, the set of non-dominated solutions generated from the BRLH algorithm has been
computed using β = 0.1 and β = 1. Figure 5 shows that the β randomization parameter of the proposed
BRLH algorithm is useful for generating solutions with a wide variety of characteristics. It was found
that for a low β value it was possible to generate solutions capturing all aspects of the trade-off between
reward and reliability, including solutions with very high reliability but low average reward and solutions
with high average reward but low reliability. Using a value of β = 1 leads to a non-dominated set of
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Figure 4: The effect of β on average reward and solution diversity.
solutions that lie within a very narrow range of average reward and reliability values. Table 1 shows the
performance of our proposed BRLH algorithm, with and without learning, in terms of average reward,
reliability, and solution speed – expressed in terms of the number of iterations of the BRLH that can be
performed within 10 seconds of computing time. For a sample of eight instances converted into stochastic
Table 1: Comparison of the BRLH with and without learning for standard TOP instances.

Instance
p1.4.j
p2.2.c
p2.2.g
p2.2.i
p2.3.e
p3.4.h
p3.4.e
p3.4.f
average

average
reward
98.36
142.98
224.63
252.32
146.76
264.36
170.12
226.32
190.73

With learning
Iterations in
reliability 10 seconds
0.19
2550
0.56
5937
0.37
3349
0.47
3368
0.40
4469
0.20
1765
0.33
3184
0.38
2226
0.36
3356.00

average
reward
90.62
131.11
210.38
238.73
139.24
236.84
156.64
200.66
175.53

Without learning
Iterations in
reliability 10 seconds
0.15
4648
0.41
6281
0.88
3961
0.63
3674
0.48
4878
0.32
3490
0.47
4746
0.58
3807
0.49
4435.63

instances with dynamic rewards, our proposed BRLH algorithm is able to successfully learn and exploit
information about bonuses and penalties that apply for nodes in routes that are joined by an edge to a depot
node. In both cases, the best average reward solutions require a compromise with regard to the reliability
of the solutions. The results for the number of iterations that can be performed within 10 seconds reflect
the fact that, marginally, more computing time is required when learning is used. This makes sense since
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Figure 5: Non-dominated solutions generated by BRLH using β = 0.1 and β = 1.
the savings lists have to recalculated after each merge operation, when estimated bonus and penalty values
are taken into account within the BRLH. Finally, we analyze the simultaneous learning and optimization

Figure 6: Average reward and error over the course of the BRLH algorithm.
which occurs in our BRLH algorithm. Figure 6 shows how the accuracy of the predicted values for the
bonus and penalty values associated with each node improves as more iterations of the proposed BRLH
algorithm are performed. The error values reported are root mean squared errors calculated by comparing
the estimated parameter values with the actual mean values of the bonuses and penalties, which are never
visible to the BRLH algorithm. The BRLH algorithm also displays a weak positive correlation between
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iteration number and average reward. This suggests that the information learnt by the simple learning
mechanism is being used effectively.
8

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have considered a stochastic team orienteering problem with dynamic rewards. We have
demonstrated how a simple learning mechanism can be incorporated in a biased-randomization algorithm
to exploit information previously learnt about the unknown bonus and penalty process from simulation
tests of candidate solutions. Our experimental results demonstrated how the randomization parameter of a
biased randomization algorithm is useful for ensuring that dynamic reward information is learnt about all
nodes as well as being useful for generating a wide variety of solutions that capture the trade-off between
average reward and reliability.
In future work, we plan to increase the complexity of the process used to generate dynamic rewards,
thus motivating the consideration of more-complex learning algorithms, such as neural networks. For
instance, bonuses and rewards can apply for visited nodes be dependent upon the exact time at which that
node is visited, or which node was visited immediately prior to the given node.
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